Highlights
November 2022

Collection Update for September 2022

Hosted:

- **Boston Public Library** – *L'Eco d'Italia* (56 items; Newspaper issues from 1851-1852 of one of the earliest Italian-language newspapers published in the United States)
- **Boston Public Library** – *Massachusetts WPA Federal Art Project Photograph Collection* (1,196 items; photographs of artwork produced by Massachusetts artists as part of the WPA program in the 1930s and 1940s)
- **Hingham Public Library** – *Governor John D. Long Letters* (516 items; letters and correspondence from the former 32nd Governor of Massachusetts, 1853-1876)
- **Temple of Israel Boston** – *Past Voices, Audio Recordings, 1934-1979* (261 items; recordings of worship services, sermons, radio and television programs (audio only), lectures and other programs and community events mostly from the mid-20th century)
- **Boston Public Library** - *Early, Rare, and Exceptional Items from Special Collections, Rare Books* (2 items; manuscripts in Hebrew and Yiddish)
- **State Library of Massachusetts** - *Massachusetts Real Estate Atlases* (56 items; atlases of Massachusetts towns published from late 19th to early 20th century)

Harvested:

- **College of the Holy Cross** - *Col. Patrick Guiney Letters* (169 items; Civil War-era letters from a colonel in the 9th Massachusetts Volunteer regiment)

187,524 item views 963,026 total item-level records 394,528 total hosted items

Upcoming Events
Behind the Scenes at the GBH Archives

When: Wed December 7, 1:30 – 3:00 PM ET  
Where: Zoom

Join GBH Archives’ Digital Preservation Manager, Rebecca Fraimow, and Archives Manager, Peter Higgins for a virtual tour of the GBH Archives vault, and follow a videotape on its journey from the shelf to digitization, then to digital backup and internal access.

The event is free of charge. Register by Tue Dec 6. You will receive the Zoom link when you register.

Register

Digital Public Library of America Events

Public Event

DPLA Member Meetup

When: Thursday November 17, 1:00 PM ET  
Where: Zoom

Join us for a discussion on the development of new curation tools for DPLA member hubs. As we know, curated resources receive the most views and usage on the vast DPLA platform and the need for the reinvigoration of a curation program has been in high demand. During this meeting we will discuss the charge and recruitment timeline for a new digital curation task force. We will also speak with attendees about their needs and expectations for an exhibition tool developed by DPLA. Read more and register >
View DPLA's full events calendar.

Digital Commonwealth members are automatically Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) members, and Digital Commonwealth members can attend DPLA member events. Not sure if your institution is a Digital Commonwealth member? Check our member directory.

Not a member? Join here.

Not able to become an institutional member?
Become a Friend of Digital Commonwealth for $35 per year.

Digital Commonwealth
210 Park Avenue, #311
Worcester, MA 01609-2246
617-431-3933
membership@digitalcommonwealth.org
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